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Abstract—We introduce the notion of two-valued digit (twit)
as a binary variable that can assume one of two different integer values. Posibits, or simply bits, in 0 1 and negabits in
1 0 , commonly used in two’s-complement representations
) encoding of binary signed digits, are special cases of
and (
twits. A weighted bit-set (WBS) encoding, which generalizes the
two’s-complement encoding by allowing one or more posibits
and/or negabits in each radix-2 position, has been shown to unify
many efficient implementations of redundant number systems.
A collection of equally weighted twits, including ones with non1 1 or 0 2 ), can lead to wider
contiguous values (e.g.,
representation range without the added storage and interconnection costs associated with multivalued digit sets. We present
weighted twit-set (WTS) encodings as a generalization of WBS
encodings, examine key properties of this new class of encodings,
and show that any redundant number system (e.g., generalized
signed-digit and hybrid-redundant systems), including those that
are based on noncontiguous and/or zero-excluded digit sets, is
faithfully representable by WTS encoding. We highlight this
broad coverage by a tree chart having WTS representations at
its root and various useful redundant representations at its many
internal nodes and leaves. We further examine how highly optimized conventional components such as standard full/half-adders
and compressors may be used for arithmetic on WTS-encoded
operands, thus allowing highly efficient and VLSI-friendly circuit
implementations. For example, focusing on the WBS-like subclass
of WTS encodings, we describe a twit-based implementation of a
particular stored-transfer representation which offers area and
speed advantages over other similar designs based on WBS and
hybrid-redundant representations.
Index Terms—Arithmetic unit, carry-free addition, computer
arithmetic, digit set, hybrid redundancy, number representation, redundant number system, signed-digit number system,
stored-transfer representation, weighted bit-set (WBS) encoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONTRIBUTIONS to redundant number representation
and associated arithmetic systems are of two main types.
In abstract studies (e.g., [13], [18], [11]), arithmetic algorithms
are presented in terms of digit-level operations, specifying
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how each result digit is derived from operand digits and
auxiliary quantities such as interdigit transfers. Implementation-oriented studies, on the other hand, are often based on
specific encodings for the digit sets encountered in solving
particular design problems; for example, construction of a
high-speed two’s-complement full-tree multiplier [22], design
of high-throughput floating-point units [14], [17], or enhanced
implementation of floating-point addition and rounding [4].
Some contributions of this latter type have dealt with limited
classes of digit-set encodings without directly associating them
with a specific design problem or application. Examples include
the hybrid redundancy scheme [20], [21] and representation
paradigms for high-radix signed-digit number systems [7].
This paper aims to fill the gap between the aforementioned
contributions. Our focus here is on radices of greater practical
interest that are powers of 2. In such radices, a redundant
number is formed by a collection of digits, each associated
with a power-of-2 weight. Within each digit position, a digit
value is also practically encoded as a collection of weighted
,
bits. For example, the possibly asymmetric digit set
and
, might be encoded as an
with
-bit two’s-complement number, giving its bits the weights
. Similarly, binary signed-digit (BSD)
numbers [1] are commonly represented by using two bits
and
for the position- digit, leading to the
weighted
encoding [18]. Also in carry-save [15] and stored-transfer
[5] redundant representations, the stored carry or transfer digit
is composed of bits with the same weights as those of the main
digit. Finally, a hybrid-redundant representation [21] may have
redundant positions with stored-double-borrow (SDB) digits
, each of which is encoded using two bits of weight
in
and one bit of weight or with a pair of bits of weights
and . Under such conditions (i.e., power-of-2 radix
and weighted bit-set (WBS) representation of each digit), the
number as a whole is encoded by a collection of bits; posibits
or negabits in
, each weighted by a positive or
in
negative power of two, respectively.
The WBS encoding [6] has been studied based on the observation just made. Any addition scheme for WBS-encoded
operands entails the problem of combining bits with potentially
opposite polarities. Some studies have presented variations of
full- and half-adders as a solution to the latter problem. Examples include the plus-plus-minus (PPM) cell, proposed in connection with redundant representations of complex numbers [3]
and later used in the design of a borrow-save adder [16], and four
half-adder variants that reduce various combinations of equally
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weighted posibits and negabits [2]. A rather complex dual-purpose logic [21] for addition of two SDB or stored-borrow-orcarry (SBC) digits has addressed a similar problem. Inverted enby 0, and 0 by 1, which is
coding of negabits (representing
exactly the opposite of conventional encoding) allows standard
full- and half-adders to be applied for deriving the sum and carry
bits of either polarity for any collection of two or three posibits
and negabits [9].
and
Given that two-valued digit (twit) sets other than
have found applications in practice (e.g.,
in
representing stored-transfer numbers [5]), we are motivated to
generalize binary digits to twits and to extend WBS encoding to
allow twits in any position. This is taken up in Sections II and
III, where we define twits and weighted twit-set (WTS) encodings and examine their properties. These include the bias encoding of twits (as a generalization of the aforementioned inverted encoding of negabits), which leads to the possibility of
twit manipulations by means of standard full/half-adders. This
reliance on the use of standard building blocks makes our results imminently practical. WBS-like encodings, as a subclass
of WTS encodings with immediate practical interest, are introduced in Section IV, where we establish necessary and sufficient
conditions for contiguity of digit sets and existence of equivalent
canonical forms. In WBS-like encodings, each binary position,
possibly including noncontiguous twits, represents a contiguous
digit set with 0 as a member. WTS interpretation of previously
studied redundant number systems (such as generalized signeddigit [18], hybrid-redundant [20], [21], and stored-transfer [5]
representations) is taken up in Section 5, where we also provide
a general arithmetic framework for WBS-like encoded numbers,
based primarily on the notion of digit-set conversion [11], [12],
and offer a representationally closed addition/subtraction high
level design, for a subclass of WTS encodings. Section VI concludes the paper and offers a comprehensive hierarchical classification of all redundant number representations that the authors
have encountered in the literature as instances of WTS encodings.
Various properties of twits and of WTS encodings cited in
this paper are stated as theorems and associated corollaries, and
supported by formal proofs, in Appendix A. It is our hope that
this separation of formal proofs from concise descriptions of
representational properties and arithmetic relationships will facilitate the adoption of these ideas by circuit/logic designers.
Appendix B contains a list of symbols, abbreviations, and key
terms used throughout this paper for ease of reference. Fig. 13
in Section VI, which relates a wide variety of number representations based on WTS encoding, is also provided for reference.
Not all elements in Fig. 13 make sense at this point, before introducing a number of concepts in later sections.
II. TWO-VALUED DIGITS
Besides negabits and posibits used in the WBS definition
, have been
[6], other twits, such as transfer digits in
found useful in practice [5]. Also, one could think of an SDC,
or stored-double-carry [18], digit in [0, 3] as being represented, with improved encoding efficiency, by a pair of equally
and
, respectively, instead of by
weighted twits in
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Fig. 1. Conventions for twit symbolic names.

Fig. 2.

Some examples of twits.

three equally weighted posibits. Digit sets not including 0, such
, cannot be faithfully represented by any collection of
as
,
posibits and/or negabits. However a posibit and a twit in
precisely. This
both of the same weight, can represent
motivates us to generalize binary digits to twits in Definition 1
and to extend WBS encoding to include any twit (see Definition
3 at the beginning of Section III).
Definition 1 (Two-Valued Digit): A twit has two possible
. A twit encoded as a bit represents the
values, and
value
, with (lower value) and
(gap size) being
, the twit is contiguous
the twit parameters. If
, the twit is biased (unbi(noncontiguous). If
ased). The least (highest) representable value by a collection
equally weighted twits is
, where
of
and
.
For notational convenience, we use letters to denote twits according to the following conventions. Regular (boldface) type
is used to denote contiguous (noncontiguous) twits, while lower
(UPPER) case is used for unbiased (biased) twits having
. When 0 is not one of the two twit values, we underline the twit’s symbolic name. Twits in the same digit position
are distinguished by using prime, double-prime, triple-prime,
and so on. For ease of reference, these conventions are illustrated in Fig. 1, and some special twits, along with their representations in dot and symbolic notations, are depicted in Fig. 2.
It has been shown elsewhere [9] that a standard full-adder
is capable of correct (3; 2) reduction of posibits and negabits,
provided that negabits are inversely encoded, with the lower
value of a negabit encoded as 0 and the upper 0 value encoded
as 1. In other words, the arithmetic value of a negabit with the
same logical value as a posibit is biased by . This observation
may be generalized as follows.
Definition 2 (Bias Encoding of Twits): Encoding of the lower
of a twit as 0 and 1, respectively,
value and higher value
is called bias encoding (the lower value is biased relative to
lower value of a posibit). Twit bias is then synonymous with the
lower value .
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Fig. 4. Two posibits and one negabit, along with three possible in-place
reductions.

Fig. 3. Twit-FA used for adding various collections of three twits.

Twit Property 1 (Twit-FA): The sum and carry outputs of
a standard full-adder, receiving three bias-encoded twits with
equal gaps, can represent arithmetically correct sum and carry
twits with the same gaps. This property, which stems from our
special bias encoding of twits, is justified by Theorem 1 in Appendix A.
The bias for a negabit is
; that is, for a bias-encoded neand logical 1 means 0, which is the
gabit, logical 0 means
opposite of the convention used for the negabit in the most significant position of a two’s-complement number. Similarly, for
and logical 1 means
a bias-encoded unibit, logical 0 means
1; again the opposite of the universally adopted sign convention. However, given that each of the two possible encodings of
a twit is the logical inverse of the other, any required conversion
is trivial.
Example 1 (Twit-FA): Fig. 3(a) shows the functionality of a
standard full-adder as twit-FA for different collections of three
posibits and negabits. The functionality of the full-adder of
, a doublebit
,
Fig. 3(b) in adding a unibit
is justified by the equation
and a negadoublebit

where
represents the normal fulladder functionality.
Twit Property 2 (Twit Compressor): A standard compressor,
normally implemented by a collection of standard full-adders,
may receive equigap twits in lieu of input posibits and produce
twits with the same gap where one normally sees output posibits.
This property is justified by Corollary 1 in Appendix A.
Twit Property 3 (In-Place Reduction of Twits): Three equally
weighted, equigap, bias-encoded twits may be reduced by a
full-adder to two equally weighted twits, one with a doubled gap
(the carry output) and one with the original gap (the sum output).
Furthermore, two equally weighted twits can be replaced by two
other twits with the same weights, where the bias of one is increased by a constant and that of the other is decreased by the
same constant. This property is justified by Corollary 2 in Appendix A.
Example 2 (Twit Reductions): An equally weighted collection of two posibits and one negabit may be reduced to a doubly
weighted posibit and one negabit with the same weight (per twit
twit and a neproperty 1), a doublebit and a negabit, a
gadoublebit (per the first part of twit property 3), or a unibit and
a posibit (per the second part of twit Property 3). The last three

in-place reductions are depicted in Fig. 4. We will make good
use of the latter reduction in generating the unibit transfer of a
stored transfer addition in Section V.
Twit Property 4 (Gaps in Representation): Consider for each
twit in a collection of equally weighted twits, the difference between its gap and sum of the gaps of all twits with smaller gap
sizes. The largest of these differences equals the maximum distance between consecutive integer values in the ordered collection of integers representable by the twit collection. When the
largest difference is 1, the twit collection can represent a contiguous interval of integers. Furthermore, if the representable
and includes 0, it may equivacontiguous interval is
lently be represented by an equally weighted collection of negabits and posibits. Justifications are provided by Theorem 2
and Corollaries 3 and 4 in Appendix A.
Example 3 (Representational Efficiency of Twits): The set
, and
, with gaps of
of three twits
, and
meets the conditions of twit Property
, which can equivalently
4. The set represents integers in
be represented by a collection of 1 negabit and 6 posibits. This
example demonstrates the representational power of twit collections in enhancing the overall encoding efficiency of redundant
binary digits (3 twits versus 7 negabits/posibits). This observation is generalized as twit Property 5 below.
Twit Property 5 (Size of Twit Representation): A contiguous
interval
of integers is representable by the minimum
of equally weighted twits
number
. For
whose gaps are
, encoding efficiency of the resulting representation (see Definition 4 in Section III) is maximal. This property
is justified by Theorem 3 and Corollary 5 in Appendix A.
III. WEIGHTED TWIT-SET ENCODINGS
Having defined twits and examined some of their properties,
we proceed to introduce a very general twit-based encoding
scheme as a tool for unifying, evaluating, and comparing redundant number representations.
Definition 3 (WTS-Encoded Numbers): A -position WTS
integers
,
encoding is characterized by
where the representation has radix-2 positions indexed 0 to
and the multiplicity of digit position
of
weight is
(i.e., it is comprised of
twits). The twits in
, with the th one in the set
position are numbered 0 to
represented as
. We postulate for
. Other positions
the most significant position that
may be empty, that is,
for
.
Note that WBS encodings [6], elaborated upon in Section IV,
constitute special cases of WTS encodings, where the twits are
restricted to posibits and/or negabits.
Definition 4 (Characteristics of WTS Encodings): The
lowest (highest) value collectively representable by the twits
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, where
and
. Positional bias is a synonym for the lowest
positional value . The maximum distance for position (see
twit Property 4) is denoted as
. The effective gap of the twit
in position is
. The lowest (highest) value
collectively representable by the rightmost positions of the
, where
is
WTS encoding is
. The lowest
the partial encoding bias and
(highest) value representable by such a -position encoding as
, where
is the total encoding bias.
a whole is
,
The redundancy index of position is defined as
where a negative of
occurs in empty positions (denoted by
in our extended dot notation) and
by Definition 3.
of the positional redunThe ordered collection
dancy indexes is the redundancy pattern and
is the total redundancy index, which may be represented as
.
the possibly redundant radix-2 number
Similarly, the th partial redundancy index is defined as
, with
. The
, leading to the encoding
total encoding cost is
.
efficiency
Definition 5 (Strongly Contiguous WTS Encoding): A
strongly contiguous WTS encoding is one where each digit
position represents a nonempty interval of integers (see twit
Property 4) and, consequently, so does the entire encoding.
Definition 6 (Equivalent WTS Encodings): WTS encodings
representing precisely the same set of integer values are equivalent. Strongly equivalent WTS encodings are equivalent and
equiwidth (have the same number of positions).
Definition 7 (Complementary WTS Encodings): If the negation of every integer representable by a WTS encoding is representable by another WTS encoding, and vice versa, the two
encodings are complementary. If each twit of a given WTS encoding is replaced by an inverted twit (e.g., posibits by negabits,
negabits by posibits, and doublebits by negadoublebits), with
possible swapping of placements in the same position, the encoding that results is strongly complementary to the original
one.
Equivalent or complementary WTS encodings that are equiwidth have the same total redundancy indices, but their redundancy patterns may be different in general; redundancy patterns are the same in case of strong complementation. Complementary equiwidth WTS encodings are not necessarily strongly
complementary.
Example 4 (Equivalent WTS Encodings): The 8-position
WBS encoding (a) in Fig. 5 is equivalent to the 7-position
encoding (b). Furthermore, encoding (a) is strongly equivalent
to the 8-position encoding (c), strongly complementary to the
8-position encoding (d), and complementary to the 8-position
encoding (e).
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in position is

IV. WBS-LIKE ENCODINGS
The digit sets encountered in practice are, almost always,
contiguous, and include 0 as a member. These contiguous
zero-included digit sets may be represented by a collection of
equally weighted posibits and negabits in a straightforward
manner, leading to a WBS encoding. However, a noncontiguous

Fig. 5. Equivalent and complementary WTS encodings.

TABLE I
SOME WBS AND EQUIVALENT WBS-LIKE ENCODINGS

and/or zero-excluded twit may contribute in the representation
of the same digit set and enhance the encoding efficiency
(see Example 2). The equivalence of the two representations
(i.e., with and without twits other than posibits and negabits)
hints that any result obtained for WBS encodings [6] might
be valid for WTS encodings with contiguous zero-included
digit sets in each nonempty position. Therefore we define the
class of WBS-like encodings and review the properties of WBS
encodings that are applicable to WBS-like encodings.
Definition 8 (WBS-Like Encoding): A WBS-like encoding is
a strongly contiguous WTS encoding that meets the conditions
of the last part of twit Property 4 in every digit position; that is,
each digit position represents an interval of integers including
0 or, equivalently, is representable by a collection of equally
weighted posibits and negabits.
Example 5 (WBS-Like Encodings): Table I depicts some
WBS encodings along with their equivalent WBS-like encodings illustrating the advantage of noncontiguous twits in
improving the encoding efficiency. The first entry represents a
two-digit radix-16 periodic hybrid redundant number system
. The
[21] with SDB redundant positions using digits in
second one is a stored transfer representation [5] with transfer
. The third one is a made-up example intended
digits in
to illustrate the generality of our encodings in that they need
not be regular or periodic.
WBS Property 1 (Contiguity): A WBS encoding is said to
be contiguous iff the set of integers represented by the encoding
exactly coincides with a contiguous interval of integers. Obviously, A WBS encoding with no empty position is contiguous.
But if the right context of an empty position is deep enough to
compensate for the missing range caused by the empty position, then the whole encoding could still be contiguous. Formal
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Fig. 6. Substitutions used in the proof of WBS Property 2 (Theorem 5 in
Appendix A).

description of this property is provided by Theorem 4 in Appendix A.
WBS Property 1 suggests that even though it is possible to
avoid having any posibit or negabit in a particular position ,
doing so would require additional bits in less significant po, four in position
, and so
sitions (two in position
on). Thus, for encoding efficiency, it is advantageous to enforce
for all . On the other hand, replacement of a pair of bits
of the same polarity in position by one bit in position
,
, and
through the substitutions outlined in Fig. 6, keeps
further improves encoding efficiency. These observations lead
us to define the class of canonical WBS encodings.
Definition 9 (Canonical WBS Encodings): A -position
WBS encoding is canonical iff it is strongly contiguous (Defi(i.e.,
) for
.
nition 5) and has
Several strongly equivalent canonical encodings may exist
for a given WBS encoding . For example, if is symmetric,
leads to another
any strongly equivalent canonical encoding
which is strongly complemenstrongly equivalent encoding
tary to . Interestingly, these encodings have the same redundancy pattern.
WBS Property 2 (Uniqueness of Redundancy Patterns Among
Strongly Equivalent Canonical Encodings): For all equivalent
canonical WBS encodings with the same number of positions,
the numbers of bits in the like positions are the same. Theorem
5 in Appendix A provides justification for this property.
WBS Property 2, which is established through the transformations depicted in Fig. 6, has led to the possibility of designing
a universal adder circuit for all such encodings [9].
WBS Property 3 (Redundancy of a WBS Encoding): A given
-position WBS encoding is redundant iff in any of its strongly
for some
.
equivalent canonical forms,
WBS Property 3 is a direct consequence of WBS Property 2.
We have deliberately associated the redundancy of a WBS encoding with the redundancy of its strongly equivalent canonical
forms because existence of a redundant position by itself does
not imply a positive total redundancy index. For example, the
3-position WBS encoding having the redundancy pattern 0–1 2
(i.e., with position 1 empty) is nonredundant, even though its
position 0 is redundant.
WBS Property 4 (Efficiency of Canonical WBS Encodings): The encoding efficiency of a canonical encoding is
maximal among all WBS encodings strongly equivalent to .
This property is established by Theorem 6 in Appendix A.

Fig. 7.

Symbolic representation of periodic WTS-encoded numbers.

V. ARITHMETIC ON WTS-ENCODED OPERANDS
While arbitrary WTS encodings can be envisaged and used,
circuit implementation of arithmetic functions in VLSI favors
regularity in the numbers and kinds of twits associated with the
various positions. Thus, we define the class of periodic WTS
encodings.
Definition 10 (Periodic WTS Encodings): A -position WTS
encoding is deemed periodic iff there exists
, such that the
is precisely the same as that
twit collection of position
and
; the
of position , for
smallest such is the period.
Assuming to be a multiple of , a periodic WBS-like-encoded number represents a generalized signed-digit (GSD)
utilizing the digit set
, with
number system in radix
, and
, where
and
.
Example 6 (Symbolic Representation of WTS Encodings): The symbolic representations for a 2-digit radix-8
stored-triple-carry (STC) number, a 6-digit BSD number, and
a 2-digit radix-16 stored double-borrow (SDB) hybrid-redundant number are depicted in Fig. 7. Note that the digit sets
for these WTS-encoded GSD number systems are [0, 10],
, and
, respectively.
A general framework for arithmetic operations with WTS-encoded operands may be established following the general framework of arithmetic for WBS encodings [6]. Given that the addition operation may be viewed as a special case of digit-set
conversion [12], and arithmetic functions on WTS operands can
always be reduced to one or more addition operations, the central problem in WTS arithmetic is recognized as conversion of
a deep digit set to a one with less depth. This is where bias
encoding of twits helps in using standard compressors for reducing the representation depth to a desired level. When the
input operands and the derived results have the same WTS encodings, the arithmetic is said to be representationally closed.
A key example of representationally closed arithmetic, and its
associated advantages, has been explained elsewhere [9] in connection with SDB hybrid-redundant operands.
To illustrate the advantages of WTS encoding and of the use
of twit-FAs in enhancing encoding efficiency and regularity of
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Fig. 8.
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Stored-unibit-transfer encodings with shifted transfers.

VLSI design as well as addition speed, we adapt the representationally closed WBS addition algorithm of [9] to a WBS-like
encoded stored-transfer representation. One such encoding can
be seen in the second entry of Table I with unibit transfers. In
the following, we shift each of the unibit transfer digits positions to the left as depicted in Fig. 8(a) in order to achieve a
wider representation range. Because the most significant position then holds a single unibit, it violates the WBS-like restriction on positional contiguity (Definition 8) and also results in a
representation gap by Theorem 4 (see Appendix A). A simple
fix is to replace the single unibit in the most-significant position
by a posibit and a negabit [Fig. 8(b)]. With these modifications,
the representation remains periodic, except for the most-significant digit whose transfer is now a shifted binary signed digit
instead of a shifted unibit.
Definition 11 (SUT Representation): The digit set
of a
radix- periodic stored-unibit-transfer (SUT) representation
main part
with shifted transfers is composed of a radixin two’s-complement form and a twit
transfer part
, except in the most significant
position where the transfer set is
.
It is interesting to note that, due to use of noncontiguous twits
(i.e., unibits) in the SUT definition, is not contiguous, but with
the most significant position modified to hold a contiguous digit
set, the number system as a whole is contiguous. Also, the SUT
representation may be regarded as an extended hybrid-redundant number system [10] with the digit set
in redundant
positions, but it has no equivalent in ordinary hybrid-redundant
scheme [21]. The reason is that the redundant digit set composed
of a negabit and a doubly weighted unibit, exactly representing
, is not contiguous.
We now proceed to provide the high-level design for an adder
for SUT operands. Fig. 9 depicts a symbolic representation of
addition steps for two 4-digit radix-16 SUT operands, where
and
, denote
sign-extended two’s-complement sum of two unibits in position
. The required circuit, actually very similar to a half-adder per
each redundant position, is shown in Fig. 10, with a justification provided in Table II. The overall SUT adder is depicted in
Fig. 11, where the adder cells in the first row serve as reduction
units. The full-adders in the second row are serially interconnected and perform a standard -bit ripple-carry addition. This
part of the circuit can be replaced by any desired fast adder design incorporating carry acceleration. A second-row full-adder
in position (except in the most significant digit position) generates a sum bit and a unibit transfer by in-place reduction of two
posibits and one negabit (see twit Property 3, and Corollary 2 in
Appendix A). Position
needs a different treatment (that is
why the details for that position are left out in Fig. 9); there are

Fig. 9. Representationally closed SUT addition.

Fig. 10.

Circuit for reducing unibit transfers of Fig. 9.
TABLE II
COMBINING OF UNIBIT TRANSFERS FOR SUT ADDITION

Fig. 11.

SUT radix-2 redundant adder.

3 negabits and three posibits to be added:
,
and transfers coming from the first
and second rows of
full-adders. Fig. 12 depicts the required hardware in position ,
along with overflow detection logic, where the overflow bits do
not always indicate a real overflow [8]. This condition of “apparent overflow” is pretty much the norm in redundant number
representation schemes [18].
For subtraction, one usually negates the subtrahend, and then
performs addition. However, we can apply a more efficient approach based on negating each digit independently. An SUT
digit has a two’s-complement number as the main part, which
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The cell at the most significant position of our SUT adder.

can be negated via two’s complementation, and a unibit transfer
which is negated by inversion. To negate the main digit, we
, where sub (Fig. 10) is
simply invert its bits and let
the subtraction control signal (1 for subtraction, 0 for addition).
The hardware modification to accommodate subtraction is minimal and consists of replacing the half-adder in the first row of
position by a full adder. The most significant transfer being a
BSD, again needs special treatment: to negate it, we simply invert its posibit and negabit components and do not apply the sub
control as in other positions. Based on the description above, the
time penalty for negation is minimal and consists of a single inverter delay.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the use of general twits that
include posibits and negabits as special cases. We showed that
WTS encodings cover all positional redundant number systems
that have appeared in the literature, including those employing
subranges of integers (perhaps excluding zero) and noncontiguous digit sets. Fig. 13 presents a hierarchical classification
of all redundant representations that can be obtained from
WTS encodings at the root. We showed how bias encoding
of twits, as a generalization of inverted encoding of negabits,
leads to new functionalities for standard full/half-adders and
compressors in reducing equally weighted, equigap twits. The
latter possibility led to use of standard reduction (e.g., Wallace
tree) and carry acceleration techniques to implement arithmetic
on WTS-encoded operands. Focusing on a subclass of WTS
representations, those that possess equivalent WBS encodings,
a twit-based representationally closed adder design for SUT
representation was described. This twit-based design offers
advantages over a similar WBS-based implementation of SDB
hybrid redundancy [9] in speed as well as time/logic penalty for
subtraction relative to addition. Unified descriptions of these
and other diverse implementations of redundant arithmetic can
be viewed as evidence for the generality and usefulness of the
WTS paradigm.
Research on the representational power of twit-based encodings and their various applications is continuing. Problems
currently being addressed include developing theories for
general WTS representations (including twit-based formulation
of digit-set conversions, necessary and sufficient conditions
for constant-time WTS conversion, and representability of
arbitrary digit sets), and deriving design details for twit-based
multipliers, dividers, and other arithmetic circuits. Design of

Fig. 13. Hierarchy of number representations resulting from WTS encoding
(tree branches go from left to right and top to bottom).

application-specific units for digital signal processing applications and cryptography is also envisaged.
APPENDIX A
Theorem 1 (Twit FA): A standard full-adder cell receiving as
inputs any three equally weighted, equigap, bias-encoded twits
, produces carry and sum
with values in
twits which have the same gap as the inputs and with bias values
and
satisfying
.
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Proof: We describe the operation of an equigap twit fulladder and show that it can be implemented by a standard binary full-adder. Form the sum of three equally weighted equigap
bias-encoded twits

Let and be the carry and sum outputs of a standard full-adder,
, and as inputs, and select biases
with the encoding bits
and
such that
. Substituting
for
and
for
in the
right-hand side of the equation above, we get

Note that selection of and is always possible; if
is even (odd), say equal to
, then
,
, for all integers and . Design peculiarities may
and
guide the latter choices. For example with equibias input twits,
the output carry and sum twits can be made to have the same
bias.
Corollary 1 (Twit Compressor): A standard binary
-compressor receiving
equally weighted, equigap
twits in position produces twits with the same gap in posi, such that inputs and outputs have the same
tions to
collective values. Moreover, because any (multicolumn) posibit
compressor can be implemented by a collection of standard
full-adders, such a compressor may receive equigap twits, in
lieu of input posibits, and produce twits with the same gap
where one normally would see output posibits.
Corollary 2 (In-Place Reduction of Twits): Three equally
,
weighted, equigap, bias-encoded twits
, may be reduced, by a full-adder, to two equally
and
weighted twits, one with a doubled -gap (i.e., the carry output),
and one with the original gap (the sum output), such that

Furthermore, the equally weighted twits
,
having an even bias, and
can be replaced with
and
, respectively.
Theorem 2 (Gaps in Representation): The maximum
distance between consecutive integer values in an ordered
equally
collection of integers representable by a set of
weighted twits, given the twit gaps in descending order
, is

where
and
.
denote the
Proof (by Induction on ): Let
is obvious, given that the
values of a twit. The base case
formula yields
.
twits represent the ordered set of integers
Now assume that
, per the theorem’s
,
statement, with
where
and
.
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We now include
represented values for the

in the set of twits. The
-twit collection are

The value of
within each of the subcollections in
re. If the ranges of values in
mains the same as that of
the two parts of
overlap, then
for
remains the
, which together with
same as that of
(due to the overlap), meet the condition of the theorem’s stateis the maximum of the old one,
ment. Otherwise the new
and the distance between the minimum value of the second
and the maximum value of the first part, that is,
part of
.
Corollary 3 (Representational Contiguity of Twit Sets): A
nonempty set of equally weighted twits represents an interval
) iff, given the gaps in descending
of integers (i.e.,
and
for
order
.
Corollary 4: The interval of integers represented by twits
meeting the conditions of Corollary 3, and
, is representable by a collection of
negabits and
posibits, where the redundancy index (Definition
.
4) of the interval is
Theorem 3 (Size of Twit Representation): A contiguous interval
of integers is representable by at
equally weighted twits
least
, and
with
.
Proof: We have
by the Theorem’s conditions. We choose , for 0
,
. Such a set of twits represuch that
for it meets the conditions
sents the interval
of Corollary 4. We prove that
is minimal by contradiction.
twits with gaps in
Suppose there is a collection of
, collectively representing
descending order
. Then, we have:
. For the latter inequality to hold, there must
. Assume that
is
be at least one twit gap satisfying
the first such twit gap (the one with the smallest index). But by
Corollary 4 we have

The derived constraint
clearly contradicts the require.
ment
Corollary 5: A set of
equally weighted twits with gaps
, for
, represents an interval of
integers
(see Definition 4).
with maximal encoding efficiency
Theorem 4: An interval
of integer values containing
consecutive integers is representable by a WBS
iff for all inencoding with redundancy pattern
, we have
.
dexes in the range
for
Proof: The necessity part is easy to prove. If
some , then positions 0 to
collectively represent fewer
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than
distinct values. At least one of the
mod- equivalence classes must be unrepresented among these values. Given
that bits in positions and higher can only represent multiples
of , there must be gaps in the representation. We prove the
is nonzero
sufficiency part by induction on . Recall that
, because either position 0
by Definition 1. This leads to
guaris the only position or else the assumed condition
antees
. The base case is
;a
covers all inteone-position WBS representation with
to
. Suppose that the theorem holds for any
gers from
positions. Let a -posiWBS representation with at most
tion representation be obtained by extending a
-posi, with
and
tion representation, where
for
, that is, assume that the leftmost com. Then, by
ponents of redundancy pattern are
our assumptions,
. In parleads
ticular,
, or
.
to
This implies that the interval represented by the rightmost
positions of contains at least
consecutive values. These
representable by the
values combined with multiples of
yield a continuous interval of integers
bit(s) in position
overall.
Theorem 5 (Uniqueness of Redundancy Pattern for Strongly
Equivalent Canonical WBS Encodings): Any WBS encoding
and the redundancy pattern
with total redundancy index
satisfying
for
, and thus
representing a continuous interval of integers by Theorem 1, is
strongly equivalent to one or more canonical WBS encodings
with a common redundancy pattern and the same total redundancy index .
Proof: We describe the process for deriving a canonical
encoding from a given WBS encoding. Scan the redundancy infor some
.
dexes from the right until you find
If no such position exists, the encoding is already in the desired
for
.
canonical form; we will show later that
, take three of the bits in position and make
If you find
the substitution shown in Fig. 6. This does not change the set
of values representable (which preserves the total redundancy
by 2. Repeating this process eventuindex ) and reduces
for
. To show that the
ally leads to
, we
resulting redundancy indexes satisfy
has a value of
when all
note that
the redundancy indexes assume the maximal value of 1. We can
prove the uniqueness of the redundancy pattern by contradiction. Suppose that another equivalent canonical encoding with a
different redundancy pattern exist, and let be the leftmost (most
significant) position in which redundancy indexes differ. If is
the total redundancy index for this second canonical encoding,
(that is, the difference between the sizes of intervals
representable by the two encodings) will be nonzero, given that
.
Corollary 6: A given -position WBS encoding is redundant
for
iff in any of its strongly equivalent canonical forms,
.
some
Theorem 6 (Efficiency of Canonical WBS Encodings): Among all strongly equivalent WBS encodings, canonical encodings have the highest encoding efficiency.

Proof: We show, by contradiction, that the encoding cost
is minimal for canonical encodings. If a
canonical encoding does not have the lowest cost among all
strongly equivalent WBS encodings, uniqueness of the redundancy pattern for canonical encodings implies that the lowestcost strongly equivalent encoding must be noncanonical. This
is impossible, however, because the process of transforming a
WBS encoding to a canonical form (described in the Proof of
Theorem 5) is solely composed of repeated applications of the
substitutions shown in Fig. 6, and each such substitution reduces
the encoding cost by 1.
Theorem 7 (Canonical Encoding With a Given Range): For
of integers, that includes 0, and integer in
an interval
, a -position canonical WBS encoding
exists.
representing exactly
Proof: A trivial one-position WBS encoding with
negabits and
posibits, and
the given range has
. A -position canonical encoding equivalent to the above can be easily derived by the
construction of Theorem 5.
Corollary 7 (WBS Encoding for a GSD Representation): For
, there
any radix- GSD number system with the digit set
exists a periodic canonical WBS encoding with period , where
.

APPENDIX B
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